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Making His Own Way
Rich decided he wanted to be more physically fit. He
Richard was referred to Saint Joseph’s Community
and his coach began going to the YMCA for a workout
Support Services (CSS) due to his need for assistance as he
in the mornings. Because they kept to a
began a new phase
schedule, Rich became acquainted with the
in his life. Rich had
other members who were exercising at the
always lived with
same time. They cheered for each other.
his mom. After she
Thanks to their camaraderie Rich became
passed it was a big
increasingly self-confident and decided
adjustment for him.
he would like to try a 5k race. He told his
He thought he could
friends at the gym about his plans and
manage on his own
they were very supportive. His exercise
but struggled a bit
mates asked his Supported Living coach if
initially. Under the
they could surprise him with a new pair
umbrella of CSS, the
of sneakers to help insure his success in
Supported Living
the race. A few days before the race, Rich
Program was able
was thrilled to see his YMCA friends at the
to provide the exact
Scranton Running Company. They offered
kind of help that
Rich smiles as he completes his 5k race in one hour and two minutes.
him their collected funds and
worked for Rich.
encouraged him to pick out the
CSS attempts to serve individuals who have an intellectual
footwear he wanted. The new
disability and who continue to live with their families or
sneakers were perfect and Rich
who choose to live independently. CSS also offers Respite
was ready to race.
Care, Companion Services and Habilitation Services to
Rich and his coach finished
meet the varied needs of many in the community. In this
the race side by side. His new
case Rich wanted to try living on his own. The Supported
buddies were as happy for Rich
Living Program pairs a “coach” with a person like Rich who
as he was for himself. Since then,
needs guidance, encouragement and various other forms of
one of the YMCA guys asked
assistance on a limited basis.
Rich if he would like to join him
Rich and his coach started with the basics. He had
at the gym for exercise in the
moved into an apartment but needed some help getting
evening. Although he gratefully
organized and learning how to take care of things. Together
Rich at the gym.
continues to receive help from
the pair also planned meals, made grocery lists and went
his Supported Living coach
shopping. Rich needed transportation to appointments and
and new friends, this sense of connectedness and personal
in understanding what was discussed at those appointments.
achievement have convinced Rich that he is quite capable of
Rich works but needed assistance with budgeting and
living on his own and of being happy.
paying bills, because being on his own was a whole new
world for him. Over time and with ongoing support Rich is
making it and gaining confidence. New dreams continue to
emerge and they too receive attention.
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Challenger Leagues Welcome Eager Competitors
Whether it is baseball in the summer or soccer in the winter, Saint Joseph’s residents
and many of their local peers look forward to the opportunity to be members of a team
and to actively participate in weekly games. Thanks to the efforts of the Lackawanna
Challenger League, the venues are secured and the volunteers recruited to make these
wishes come true. Each member of the team competes to the best of their ability. Hitting
the ball, rounding the bases, fielding,
throwing and cheering, every effort is
acknowledged. Passing the soccer ball,
blocking a shot or scoring a goal, all
are celebrated. It is a demonstration of
the very best of sports, everyone works
together and everyone succeeds.
Mose and his volunteer Sean hold on
Saluting all of the local
third base awaiting the next batter.
competitors, the Challenger League
recently held its annual sports awards
banquet. Attended by the players their families and friends, each
person’s name was called and applause followed. All participate and
Noelle receives her trophies for both baseball and soccer at
all peers are recognized.
the banquet.

Diaper Awareness
As a registered member of the National Diaper Bank Network, Saint Joseph’s
is responsible to promote awareness of the challenge to low income families as they
struggle to provide diapers for their children. Disposable diapers are a requirement
for any child to attend day care and a huge expense for a tight budget. To this end, the
Maternity and Family Services department recently sponsored a diaper drive/carnival
to inform the larger community of this need and to accept diaper donations. The event
was well attended and the donations will be distributed through the Center’s Baby Pantry. Volunteer Colleen Davitt,
the “Diaper Diva” stacks the shelves with
The Pantry receives over 3,000 requests per year and one of the most requested items is
packages of diapers that are distributed
disposable diapers.
through the Center’s Baby Pantry.

Bible Group a Big Hit

Matthew receives assistance from his
volunteer Eric to complete his Bible craft.

The first Monday of each month is Bible Group night. Residents from the
Community Living Arrangements and the Center gather to offer praise and share
good times. A prayer of thanksgiving for the presence of all who gather, their
families, friends and caregivers always opens the evening. Christian music with
video gets the group hopping. There is lots of dancing, both traditional dancing
and in wheelchairs and everyone participates. After the worship songs the group
members direct their attention to a craft project that highlights a component of
God’s creation. As the craft is being assembled, the residents are reminded of the
beauty that surrounds them and the gift that they are in this big world. The sessions
conclude with doughnuts and milk, another reason to celebrate.
These enthusiastic gatherings have been taking place for the past several
years, thanks initially to a donation from a local church’s Summer Bible Camp. They
continue because the attendees want to keep it going. It is difficult to assess the
specific impact of these meetings on the participants, staff and volunteers but their
joyful sounds and smiles are signs that it is clearly positive. Thank you God.
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Wells Fargo Grant Makes Improvements on
Blakely Street Campus
Between a $70,000 grant and the assistance of so many Wells Fargo employees, the grounds around the Center’s
Adult Day Program have seen a dramatic transformation. Grant monies paid for the creation of a bike path, an outdoor
classroom, an outdoor art room, a community garden, exercise equipment, sensory boards and grounds beautification.
The volunteers provided the labor and creativity to make these dreams a reality.
The bike path has been a much anticipated addition to the property. The
adapted tricycles have been very popular with the participants, but having a
space to use them has, until now, been an issue. The landscaped path is now a
busy place. An accessible pergola
with decorated sides and plenty
of room has been added as an
alternative to the indoor program
rooms. There is nothing better than
fresh air and sunshine to wake up
Wells Fargo employees present the grant funds
the senses and stimulate interests.
to Sister Maryalice.
As a complement to existing program
goals, a raised bed garden area will
be planted and cared for by program
participants. They are planning now
Nicky demonstrates the Tai Chi exercise wheels
for next Spring. The texture rich
for the crew who did the installation.
sensory boards act as a signaling
device at the various entrances to the building and as a fun destination during
movement goals. Dozens of individually decorated stone markers made by the
participants, with volunteer help, have been placed in the many beautifully
landscaped areas of the property. The changes have been remarkable.
Jamie watches as the finishing touches are
Day program participants observed the activities and personally thanked
being prepared for the outdoor art studio.
the volunteers who helped make the transformation possible.

Matt Burne Honda
Lends a Helping Hand
More than twenty employees from Matt Burne
Honda offered their assistance to landscape the front
of Saint Joseph’s Main campus. On one of the last
beautiful autumn Sundays, the group arrived in
force and volunteered to weed, trim hedges, mulch
and plant across the extensive front of the Center. It
was a big job that was completed with efficiency and
enthusiasm. We are grateful for their help.
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Tighe Memorial Golf Tournament

In loving memory of Joseph Tighe Sr., the tournament’s founder, and his
parents Jean and Jack Tighe, this event has been supporting the many works of
Saint Joseph’s for the past eight years. Firmly dedicated to carrying on the wishes
of their brother/husband/father, the whole Tighe family and friends gather
annually from far and wide to sponsor this golf tournament and renew their
commitment to the Center’s mission and to all who receive services.
The Tighe Family.
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Dear Friends of Saint Joseph’s Center,
It is a pleasure to write to you during this beautiful Autumn. Many of us have conflicted feelings
about this time of year. It offers such lively colors as the leaves turn and, at least in the Northeast, we
have enjoyed an extension of summer’s warm weather. Now as the leaves are falling more quickly, we
know that winter is coming and its challenges are soon to follow.
In addition to its beauty and being a transition from summer to winter, Autumn offers us a great
spiritual message. Earth is reminding us that all that we have been given is of God and in due time is
returned to God. Appreciating and loving all that has been given can add so much delight and richness
to our days and years.
It is no coincidence that November invites us to remember the lives of all who have passed before
us. As we do, our hearts become filled with their love, memories and inspiration. As November ends we
have the joy of celebrating the feast of Thanksgiving. A favorite holiday for many which encourages us to
express our gratitude for the abundance of blessings we know. All those wonderful memories lead us to
abundant gratitude.
At Saint Joseph’s Center during November and throughout the year, we remember with grateful
hearts all whom we have known through this special ministry. So many lives are touched by this
mission and have been part of what makes it possible, residents, clients, their families, benefactors,
Sisters, volunteers, employees, Auxiliary members, neighbors, adoptive families, and friends. In
remembering them, they remain alive in our minds and hearts.
Remembrance and gratitude helps to usher in the season of Advent as a time to be filled with hope as
we anticipate the birth of the Christ Child who comes to redeem and raise up all who struggle and long
for light. May the gift of the Christ Child bring joy, hope and love to you and those who surround you.
May the true spirit of Christmas infuse our world with peace that is so desperately needed. Be assured
always of our prayers and gratitude.
May God bless you and fill you with Advent hope,

Sister Maryalice Jacquinot, IHM
President/CEO
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